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1. The Operational Manual within the LaTFURE1 project
This manual is the outcome of the ERASMUS+ project LaTFURE and the joint effort of European and
African partner institutions with different approaches and experiences of cooperative and work
integrated higher education (CWIHE). The main emphasis is given to the transfer of successful
strategical, organizational and pedagogical elements from existing “dual study programs” in Germany
and Austria to universities interested in transformational changes in suitable existing programs or in
the implementation of new programs in economic fields with a strong need for graduates with
practical experience.
This manual builds on experiences in former projects of the European project partners and comparing
them to the situation in the partner universities in Mozambique and South Africa. This was done by
a benchmarking analysis followed by the identification of the main challenges of this cooperation and
general recommendations developed by the dialogue between all partners at project meetings and
in bilateral communication.

1.1 Findings in LaTFURE Benchmarking
One of the first activities of project partners was the assessment of important circumstances that
influence the application of European experiences under local conditions at the partner universities.
The findings of this benchmarking effort can be summarized as follows:
 There is a basic interest in Mozambique and South Africa in „dual studies“ / „vocational higher
education“ and a special interest in good practice from Germany and Austria because of the
internationally known success of these countries and their industry in engineering and export.
A transfer of the existing vocational education at secondary school level (students aged 14 to
19 years) has proven to be difficult due to large cultural differences. Higher education is seen
as the first promising framework for immersion of young people into industry during their
education.
 There is a considerable gap between European and African experiences and practice. This
leads to a prerequisite of any successful program design and implementation: every single
step has to be developed with and for local stakeholders.
 There are existing „Cooperative Education“ programs only in South African universities,
Characteristics include: one or two internships, three to 12 months of work placement per
degree, administrative offices to support placement and industry relations, limited
cooperation with educational and research departments and faculty.
 Some sectoral programs with well developed work based elements exist in South Africa (e.g.
Mining, Tourism) and in Mozambique (e.g. tourism and wild life related). Some programs have
recently reduced their engagement with industry and the integration of work elements due
to economic problems of companies and a drive towards more research orientation at the
universities.
 There is rising level of mentioning of practical didactic elements and / or university business
cooperation in national POLICY documents, but there is a blurred distinction between
1
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secondary / higher secondary / tertiary / post-secondary educational policies and limited
priority of government bodies at the moment to modify policies and strategies. When
considering work based education and the development of professional qualities, existing
documents to not show clearly what level of education is actually needed and will be
supported by educational politics.
 There are no national documents on the implementation and quality management STRATEGY
for CWIHE programs. This manual can be a first step to develop strategies at the institutional
level and later discuss the implementation of successful elements into at least regional and
sectoral policy documents.

1.2 The main challenge of the Operational Manual
Figure 1 gives a representation of the four levels “gaps” and “bridges” addressed in the LaTFURE
project and operationalized in this manual:
 European Partners / African Partners: „Translation“ of European experiences into cultural and
economic circumstances governing university-industry cooperation and stakeholder
(students, university and enterprises) expectation in partner countries.
 Arguments & Documents / Emotions Story Telling: Developing helpful formal documents and
descriptors (like this manual) for CWIHE that also support an emotionally positive approach
to this type of study and cooperation. Success is only possible when transformations of
existing programs add to the attraction for existing and future partners (including necessary
political and media support).
 Proposal Compliance / Transformative Relevance: Deliverables from the project have to
comply with the project proposal to guarantee funding of planned actions. On the other side
it is often not possible to document and actually verify and validate the transformative quality
of ongoing institutional changes. This manual aims at giving a hands-on approach that leaves
enough room for individual goals, measures and timelines.
 Work / Study: The single most important success factor is the actual integration of elements
of work into higher into accredited higher education programs. This manual does not
prescribe a single “best” practice model but offers a range of “good” practice elements to be
used in a patchwork approach to amend or design programs.

5

Figure 1: Overall aims and challenges of the LaTFURE project (© Johannes Haas)

1.3 LaTFURE recommendations for dual study program implementation
The discussion during project meetings and the joint evaluation of programs in Europe, Mozambique
and South Africa has resulted in a set of recommendations forming a basic framework for the
thematic selection, design, implementation, operation and evaluation of dual study programs or
similar efforts of CWIHE.
 Always build on existing programs and cooperation experience / models with professional
field and enterprises: The implantation of a dual study programs results in fundamental
changes for all stakeholders. By adding to a successful and well established initiative the
development of a joint strategy and resulting success for all stakeholders have a higher
probability.
 Start small but immediately: It is better to take a first step with a little risk than to make big
plans. Program development always needs several cycles of continuous improvement and
takes several years to be completed. It is best to start with one single program.
 Most promising topics, partners and models have to be identified and selected: There have
to be key persons on each side that have a personal interest and are willing to put an extra
effort into the program. There will probably one most promising combination of the above
elements at every university.
 The most needed level of education has to be clearly defined: Vocational training (15-18
years), college level (18-20 years), bachelor level (19-23 years), graduate programs (further
education of already trained academics, possibly part time and combined with work). In
principal universities can engage at every level, either as principal provider or by supporting
vocational schools or integrating a vocational education into an academic program (see
German experience with this model).
 Individual nature of cooperation agreements: Every cooperation agreement has to be an
individualized effort tailored to the participating organizations. Each organization has to
contribute what it can do best. This means a profound analysis of training opportunities of
companies in the professional field of a future CWIHE program has to be performed.
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 Public interest and funding (f.e. European Union) is very important in the first stages: Extra
efforts needed by all partners is often underestimated for the successful start of a program.
This includes academic rewards for involved faculty as well as cost for marketing, travel,
coordination meetings, exchange with national and international partners and supporting
institutions.

2 Dual study programs & cooperative (professional) higher education
2.1 Definition and attributes
For the planned creation of programs within the European-African cooperation in LaTFURE the
following clarifications have been adopted.
Definition
Dual study programs are a form of professional and cooperative higher education that offers
differentiated integration with the world of work, including teaching, learning, research, quality
management and governance within policies and national qualifications framework of the
participating countries.
Function
Its function is to provide structured, collaborative, learning opportunities in partnership with
workplace stakeholders for the benefit of learners and society.
This will be done through diversification of learning and funding opportunities, and fostering of
cooperation in order to enhance the employability of graduates, and stimulate research and
innovation.
Integration of the World of Work
The world of work includes all formal and informal enterprises, civil society organizations, and the
public sector.
Integration with the world of work involves learning in diverse sites, collaboration between learning
institution and workplaces, and learning achievement linked to the development of practice-relevant
knowledge and applied research.

2.2 Policy decisions before implementation and necessary institutions
The above descriptors implicate that at least for political fields of action have to be taken into account
when looking for favoring conditions and strategic partners: Education (including Research &
Development), Business and Economy, Employment and Regional Development.
Figure 2 can be a first approach to define key actors for program initiation and implementation. The
trigger impulse can come from any of the four fields and anybody within the administrative levels
marked in dark orange. The important question is: Who is important and can actually make a
decision? For program implementation all mentioned political and administrative entities should be
7

involved and find a suitable form of cooperation. Reasons why and rewards differ for each group and
have to be carefully taken into consideration for the success of an initiative.

Figure 2: Political fields of action and key actors for program development (© Johannes Haas, CWIHE.com)

Triggering impulses can of course also come from and often unexpected institutions. Examples from
successful programs in Germany, France and Austria are: Industrial Associations (e.g. Agriculture,
Tourism, Cluster Initiatives); Regional Management (e.g. LEADER, association of communities, cities);
Political Parties (e.g. employment being a topic for socialist / leftist parties, economic development
for liberal / central right parties); Media (e.g. article series on youth employment or need for MINT
education).

2.3 Policy triggers for the creation of dual study programs
Successful triggers always include important topics with public awareness of the state of a society
and threatening problems (e.g. depopulation of rural areas and loss of talent in SMEs) or attractive
opportunities (e.g. digital transformation through smart factory and artificial intelligence).

Figure 3: Policy triggers for dual study programs (© Johannes Haas, CWIHE.com)
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Any combination of these political fields of action can be the main trigger for program
implementation! The more issues are touched by the program design the more strategic relevance
the program will have.

Figure 4: Examples of policy contribution of cooperative and work integrated higher education (© Johannes Haas, CWIHE.com)

In Figure 4 the top three motivating factors for each policy trigger are listed. These topics are the
results from implementation experiences in a number of competed and ongoing ERASMUS+ projects.
2.3.1

Economic Development:

 Providing specific skilled workforce for thriving industries: First and most active partner
companies are found in business fields that are currently expanding (e.g. internationalizing)
or upgrading their technology and processes and looking for new employees.
 Bringing academic qualification to SMEs and low-tech companies: These companies usually
lose the competition for university graduates but might be attractive workplaces for a special
type of student (e.g. very hands-on, from the region and engaged in social activities, able to
take responsibility right away, applicant from the wider family or from families of employees).
 Providing universities with direct information on industry needs: Educating a student
together does not go without regular personal contacts of tutors and with information flowing
between partners. At the same time mutual trust is inevitably built up as a prerequisite for
successful educational cooperation. This leads to a better understanding for each other and
for additional opportunities (e.g. consulting issues or research questions).
2.3.2

Research and Development:

 Facilitating innovation transfer from universities to companies: Innovation transfer is best
accomplished between qualified and interested people. Sending students and tutors back and
9

forth between a company and a university program is a highly efficient way of also
communicating questions and answers regarding innovation issues.
 New research topics become evident through university business cooperation: Research
starts where both sides do not have prepared answers but interest and needs. Especially SMEs
have a hard time connecting to research facilities and higher education. Through the
supervision and guidance of students an easier entrance to the world of academia is created
and a common language can be created.
 Lowering of barriers between institutions by using students as “knowledge brokers”:
Multiple barriers affect cooperation between companies and universities. They are
considerably lowered by the fact that a dual student soon navigates expertly in both worlds
and manages easily to be the advocate of both. Students are also focused on important topics
like learning, assessment, future needs, showing competence, aiming at the completion of a
degree and securing lasting employment. All of these factors favor a willingness to contribute
to the success of both institutions.
2.3.3

Higher Education:

 Providing universities with direct feedback on the relevance of their teaching: Students with
practical and up-to-date experience can challenge teaching content in applied lectures and
contribute to the overall learning experience. But teachers have to be prepared for this (at
least partial) “competency reversal” and design lectures and workshops in a way that allows
for student knowledge to be brought up, reflected and integrated.
 Making practical case studies, experiences and problems readily available for their
teaching: Universities are in constant need of guest lectures, business cases, problems to
solve, companies to visit on excursions, demonstration objects, topics for final thesis work. A
continuous cooperation is the most reliable source for all of these elements of contribution.
In turn this leaves more room for a university to concentrate on teaching basic science and
economy, foreign languages, organizational methodology and scientific experimentation and
writing.
 Transforming companies into active educators and spaces for lifelong learning: Learning is
neither confined to the time at school and university, nor to the classroom or lecture hall or
laboratory. In a cooperative educational setting, companies will slowly learn to identify and
provide circumstances, infrastructure and personal guidance that enhance learning in the
most effective and cost efficient way.
2.3.4

Youth Employment:

 Motivating students for needed professions through strategic recruiting by companies: In
most European countries not enough students are pursuing a career in fields like physics,
engineering, agriculture or tourism. The reasons are divers and range from “too difficult”,
“too dirty”, “too low paying”, “not challenging enough” to high work load and not convenient
working times. By combining the decision for a degree program with an attractive offer and
perspective from an interesting and interested company can sharply raise awareness and
readiness from prospective students. Companies also share the cost of advertising and
recruiting procedures.
 Providing practical experience to students from general schools and higher education for
apprentices and young workers: Students of general high schools are seldom hired for
10

specialized jobs like in engineering. Young workers without a high school graduation are often
excluded from a university study because of financial issues or fear of losing the job. Offering
to companies a partnership in training needs for future employees (e.g. mechanical workshop
or laboratory experience before starting the traineeship) or higher specific education for
workers with high potential (also for changing the workplace) helps increasing the pool for
future graduates and line managers alike.
 Students attain contracts with social security and a salary and become key actors in the
knowledge transfer from the older generation: Companies participating in a dual study
program and employing a student on a part-time paid contract are already actively increasing
the academic workforce of a region and profession. And they have found a successful means
of keeping important knowledge and skills in the company: by teaming up an experienced
supervisor before retirement with a potential future successor in a student – mentor
relationship.
2.3.5

Regional Development:

 Keeping young talent in rural regions: Students who leave a rural region to study in a
metropolitan area seldom return. By offering a workplace “at home” at the same time with
an academic education and degree, chances are that students continue to be involved in
hometown activities and circles, important motivating factors to choose a place for
settlement.
 Bringing higher education to companies in rural regions: The farther away a company is from
the larger cities, the farther they are away from universities. The need for joint planning,
guidance and assessment brings academic practice into the company no matter how far away
they are. Both sides have to carefully watch to keep up this exchange and choose students
who are interested to play part in it from the start.
 Supporting regional cooperation among companies: Company supervisors learn best from
each other and students learn best with each other. Both processes can easily be enhanced
by supporting joint meetings and projects, mutual visits and even short term exchanges of
students. In the past even new business ideas have been developed by students in
neighboring companies with different businesses or products.

3 Developing a vision for a dual study program
To bring a program to the starting line for the implementation procedure, several steps have to be
followed to identify the best possible path and to bring all important stakeholders into the project
team or secure their support.
 Important strategic questions have to be answered about the most promising educational
and business fields,
 the important and interested representatives of the key stakeholders of a dual study program
have to be identified and
 motivational factors for each stakeholder have to be agreed on and communicated.
 The most suitable existing model should be selected. It can always also be modified if specific
local and current circumstances require adaptations.
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 Finally, a structured process and project plan has to be designed and finalized for a joint
decision.

3.1 Questions to answer before the start of a dual study program
The following questions have proven to be important to identify the most promising approach for a
first dual study program at a university.
 Which past experiences were most promising for all stakeholders (university, faculty,
students, companies)? The search for these good practice experiences does not have to be
limited to entire programs. Sometimes small curricular elements are indicative for a
supportive industrial environment (e.g. regular internship offers, successful research
cooperation).
 In which field of economy does the regional economy need more university graduates and
is the current skills level not adequate to meet challenges? A sustainable success can only be
reached if graduates are actually offered challenging jobs and increase awareness for the
program through their personal success.
 In which educational and professional field does (higher) education need to be partly
delivered at the future work place, can university not provide adequate skills development?
Not every discipline has an extensive need for practical training and not every industry offers
employees with enough academic experience to become helpful supervisors.
 In which field of economy are companies currently willing to invest in future employees
because of a growing national or international market?
 At which educational level (see 1.3) would programs best meet the demands of all
stakeholders? Often there is no clear perception in industry about what to expect from
graduates of a specific qualification level.
 In which department / program is it possible to reduce infrastructure cost for the university
by including commercial facilities as „living labs“2? This can be an important supporting
argument especially for an engineering program because of high initial laboratory
investments. If students are able to perform important basic tasks directly at operational
equipment in partner companies, university can concentrate on providing more advanced
and research facilities for product and process innovation in later semesters.
 Where do you find individuals (at university and in industry or administration) who are
passionate to bring an initiative to life? Experience with successful programs clearly shows
the importance of “higher than usual” engagement of key persons on both sides, at the
university and in (at least some of) the companies. These individuals have to be identified and
included in the initiative.
 Which next step towards cooperative and work integrated education would be most readily
accepted by all stakeholders (university, faculty, students, companies)? This comes back to
the recommendation to “start small” and develop “step by step”. It is better to slowly work
towards a future accreditation with immediately implemented elements (e.g. excursions,

„living lab“ describes a research facility open for the public and for (often small) companies interested in joint product
development and innovation
2
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project based learning with industry, guest lectures, work integration for single modules) than
work on the “big plan” behind closed doors.
 Where does international cooperation clearly add to the value and sutainable development
of the degree program?

3.2 System identification for a dual study program
Traditionally this type of education is developed by adding companies / industry as a third and active
stakeholder. Cooperative and Work Integrated Higher Education (CWIHE) is realized in the overlap
between expectations, responsibilities and benefits of participating students, companies and
university (Figure 5). Actual implementation of such a program will only be successful and sustainable
if it also meets the needs of policy and decision makers in industry, education and regional
development. There have to immediate benefits and long term beneficial effects recognized by
university management, industry representatives, regional politicians, media and the public. This also
means that a new program or the adaptation of existing programs have to comply with existing
strategic documents and decisions (including priorities for program accreditation).

Figure 5: Stakeholder model of CWIHE (or dual study programs as a specific mode of delivery) (© Johannes Haas)

3.3 Direct benefits for all three key stakeholders
Only when a program structure succeeds in meeting the most important needs and expectations of
all stakeholders will it find enough support to succeed. In Figure 6 the sub-categories of possible
individual expectation and interaction are outlined:
 Student / Apprentice: Social recognition means the provision of an adequate job opportunity
and the advantage of an accepted university degree.
 Company: The program has to prove to support company development in both dimensions,
economically with quick returns on investment and in building a competitive workforce.
 University / training center: The program has to open opportunities for research,
development and innovation, attractive tasks for participating faculty and favorable public
attention.
 Interaction student / company: The program has to provide successful and unique
opportunities for recruiting and job selection.
13

 Interaction university / company: This partnership needs constant evaluation and
improvement to slowly build mutual trust and enable development of opportunities for all
participating institutions.
 Interaction university / student: Knowledge transfer and competency development stay at
the center of the attention of all partners involved. The final quality control lies in the hands
of the university and its responsibility for quality higher education.

Figure 6: Example for a stakeholder benefit analysis for a dual study program (FORMASUP Nord Pas de Calais)

3.4 Simplified differentiation of existing models and definitions
Globally a number of different models are employed by universities to describe their specific
approach to “cooperative and work integrated higher education”. This general definition describes
best the common core values all of these programs aim at putting into practice: Cooperation with
companies / institutions + work integrating elements + formal and accredited higher education
ending with a degree. Programs can be found on all levels: bachelor, master and doctoral programs.
But it is important to note that there is no common definition and a wide range of program types are
using the same wording!
Professional Education: General name for programs when graduation leads to a qualification profile
matching a job profile often meant to bridge an existing skills gap.
Internship: One period (sometimes two periods) of work required in a degree program, usually not
integrated into competence development of core modules.
Cooperative Education: Traditionally developed in the USA and used mostly in North America. More
than three rotations, integration with (involvement of faculty) or without (detached administrative
staff) crediting.
Dual Study Program: Developed in Germany and spread across several countries (like Austria). Work
occurs in one company only (some type of programs offer a parallel apprenticeship: official work
contract including time at university). Strong integration into curriculum.
14

Higher Apprenticeship: National strategy in France (“Apprentissage à Alternance”) by extending the
age limit for apprentices to > 25 and including universities as eligible educational facilities.
Development of a specific and formally recognized skill oriented job profile, strongest role of the
company.
Part Time Study: Focus on work (students are regular employees of companies, often with fulltime
contracts), no involvement of company in a structured curriculum. Classroom study offered either in
the evenings or on weekends with occasional longer attendance periods.
Work permitting programs: Programs with a flexible schedule of courses to allow for non-traditional3
students to successfully and individually combine work with the pursuit of a degree. Usually this takes
considerably longer until cooperation and is only possible at large universities.
Work Integrated Learning (WIL): General term for the effort to include work periods and specific
didactic elements into the curriculum to enable close connection and assessment of the tasks
performed at work with academic modules (e.g. project assignments, reflective journals, site visits
by lecturers).

3.5 Basic structure of an operational procedure
In a completed European project (EU-COOP)4 existing programs in Europe were evaluated according
to their organizational models. It was shown that the implementation and continuous further
development can be represented by a stepwise approach shown in Figure 7Fehler! Verweisquelle
konnte nicht gefunden werden..

Figure 7: Stepwise approach to the implementation of a dual study program (© Vittorio Franzellin,
CWIHE.com)

Traditional student = direct transition from secondary school, fulltime attendance at campus, aiming for minimum
duration
4
European Network of Cooperative and Work Integrated Higher Education, 2017
3
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In the following section an introduction to necessary decisions and actions defining the seven steps
will be outlined.

4 Implementation of dual study programs at higher education institutions
Introducing a dual study program has to follow a series of phases, each with several interrelated
components. The planning phase includes stating of program objectives, developing support for the
program and making programming decisions. The starting phase includes specific activities like
gathering work placement offers and student recruitment and placement with companies. During
delivery the program must be held as educationally accountable as any other element of the
curriculum with special tools of assessment used for the work terms. In addition, continuous program
evaluation has to be carried out to adapt the dual cooperation to changing institutional and corporate
needs.
In summary, this means that the introduction of a dual study program into an institution should be
treated like any other educational innovation. It is therefore important to consider the typically slow
pace of change observed in academic patterns, despite obviously fast development of new needs in
often new industries and workplaces. There are obviously many barriers to overcome for the
introduction of a new curriculum. Whoever is responsible for program implementation should know
the obstacles be provided with means and strategies to overcome them.
There are two very distinct paths that can lead to a successful implementation of a dual (cooperative
and work integrated) study program in higher education:
(1) An evolutionary path starting with the most promising existing programs and transforming
them carefully with elements of work integrated education and industry cooperation, often
step by step, starting a process of continuous improvement towards job relevance and
institutional cooperation.5 The evolutionary path is always at the hands of the higher
education institution and can be followed without the change of educational laws or the
creation of entirely new institutions.
(2) A stepwise path creating one new program or completely transforming and existing program
with new accreditation, but doing so within an existing department and closely shaping the
new program in a way that it meets specific challenges of existing industry partners of the
department.6 This approach needs the initiative from the university but has to find the
approval of the national accreditation agency and relevant associations in the business field
of the future program.

This path is most promising for the majority of universities within the LaTFURE project partnership.
This path led to the creation of the first dual study program in Austria “Production Technology and Organization” at FH
JOANNEUM University of Applied Sciences.

5
6
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(3) A disruptive path creating a distinct department or college with new programs designed from
scratch, all showing distinctive features, addressing new student cohorts and cooperating
with a new type of company with as little as possible competition with existing programs. This
path was chosen in Germany in the early seventies, when the University of Cooperative
Education was founded in Baden-Wuerttemberg.7 Also the creation of “Universities of
Applied Sciences” in Austria (1993) lead to an entirely new sector of higher education. Such
initiatives need long and high level preparation and support. They have the potential to
fundamentally change the landscape of higher education in a country or province.
For all three paths the process of design, implementation and continuous improvement can be
supported by learning from and cooperating with experienced universities. But it is important to note
that the lead of this “peer learning” has to be strictly in the hand of the university wanting to
transform teaching, learning and supporting organization.

4.1 Limitations to learning from / transferring European experiences
Dual study programs in Germany and Austria are strongly rooted in the successful tradition of dual
vocational education for young people at the age of 15 to 19 years. In Austria, still about 1/3 of all
students in this age group work and learn as “apprentices” to become certified skilled workers8.
Generations of skilled workers have learned their trade in vocational education settings lasting
between three and five years (depending on the profession) with a strong focus on company training
(usually about ¾ of the year and with significant remuneration and a 100 % employment contract).
Companies are used to post trainee positions for young people, have selection procedures and
contracts in place, have trained supervisors and mentors and know quite will which tasks can be
performed by students and lead to the desired skills set and qualification profile.
Companies experienced in vocational education only need to adopt a policy amendment and several
organizational modifications to become able to accommodate “academic” apprentices. Often this
transformation is supported by experiences with university students via summer jobs, internships
and final thesis work supervision. Sometimes these experiences also bring about a willingness for
closer interaction with students and university and advancing these cooperative elements towards
strategic recruiting or closer cooperation with specific programs.
This favorable situation in Austria and Germany cannot readily be transferred to or copied by
countries and their universities without prior experience with vocational education. On the other
hand, this means that there is no competition from an alternative educational path for practical and
professional skills development with participation of companies. In Austria, companies often prefer
to employ students at a young age and motivate them to invest more time for their vocational and
professional education than adding a university degree. There are numerous open paths for
“professional higher education” with certificates equaling the qualification level of a bachelor9. The

Founding companies Bosch, Daimler, IBM and several others convinced the state government to found a new type of
higher education institution.
8
Statistics Austria, 2017/2018
9
EFQ (European Framework of Qualification) Level 6
7
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German / Austrian “Meister”10 can be attained by a three year post-secondary course and is
specifically mentioned in the EFQ.

4.2 Evolutionary path to dual study programs
Developing and integrating first modules of cooperation and work integration can be the easiest path
towards acquiring the necessary institutional and pedagogical skills for dual study program
implementation. And it can prepare the responsible political and economic institutions for their
supporting role (e.g. co-financing and designing the legal framework, informing and motivating
companies to participate).
Figure 8 shows necessary activities and people to involve within a university that wants to modify
and existing program. Apart from the actual curricular work (mainly in the responsibility of an
academic program manager, usually a faculty member, e.g. director of an existing program), policy
and strategy (university management or a suitable administration department, e.g. quality
management) issues have to be adapted as well. In both parallel processes key stakeholders have to
be involved from the start. This does not only ease tensions during program development and start,
but also provides a first pool of prospective lecturers (and therefor also academic mentors) and
pioneering companies as employers for the first students.

Figure 8: Evolutionary introduction of cooperative and work integrated elements into existing degree programs (© Johannes Haas,
LaTFURE)

10

Most suitable translation: Master Craftsman
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4.3 Disruptive path to dual study programs
Sometimes it is not possible to integrate a dual study program into an existing institution. Reasons
can be thematic (e.g. the university has no teaching and research competence in the desired field),
financial (e.g. there is no national funding for new programs), cultural (e.g. universities have no
history of cooperation with industry) or strategic (e.g. the university is aiming towards more basic
research orientation).
Then it can make sense to create a new institution specializing either in the desired field of expertise
(offering a range of program types to meet industry needs) or in offering cooperative and work
integrated programs (starting with the most promising topics and expanding according to industry
needs). In some cases, when national accreditation and degrees were not possible, close cooperation
with a renowned foreign institution was able to offer a base for operation. There are numerous
examples of such models worldwide. In Elgoibar in the Basque Country a local vocational college
(IMH)11 started a three year degree program with a French degree from FORMASUP12 Nord-Pas de
Calais in 2002. In 2016 this program was officially integrated into the University of the Basque Country
with a bachelor degree.
The Baden-Wuerttemberg State University of Cooperative Education (DHBW)13 has made several
attempts to help create similar institutions in other countries, often with foreign aid from Germany.
One of the latest is a dual college with several degree programs at Al-Quds University in East
Jerusalem in the West Bank (Palestine).14

Figure 9: Necessary success factors for the foundation of a dual study institution

Instituto de Máquina-Herramiento (Machine Tool Institute): www.imh.eus/en
Formation Supérieure (Higher Vocational Training): Organizations supporting higher apprenticeship in France
(www.formasup-npc.org)
13
Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg (www.dhbw.de/en)
14
www.ds.alquds.edu
11
12
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5 International good practice in dual study program accreditation
Despite sharing the workload of teaching and learning in comparable parts between the work place
and the higher education institution, it is important to look at dual study programs as primarily
implemented to deliver high quality and up-to-date academic education. It follows that the main
responsibility for overall quality criteria and management lies with the university and has to follow
national regulation and practice. Accreditation plays a major role in this quality management system
and the relevant procedures have to be assured and defined before the start of a program.
In the following sections general principles are outlined before a selection of good practice examples
from Germany, Austria and Canada are described and reflected in terms of recommendation for
institutions in Mozambique and South Africa.

5.1 General principles for academic accreditation
The following principles and rules are the result of numerous international projects and conferences
dealing with quality assurance in cooperative and work integrated education.
 Accreditation is about awarding academic credit hours for competence development
(through work experience). This can only be done by the academic partner in cooperative
education.
 Credit hours have to be awarded according to the defined academic (!) learning objectives of
a respective full time program. This implies for dual studies that elements of work and of work
integration have be treated like all other subjects in the curriculum, concerning contribution
of the desired qualification profile, integration into the academic calendar, calculation of work
load and assessment practice.
 The work place / enterprise becomes the third place for teaching and learning besides
classroom and university practice / laboratory. Work becomes the third source of skills
acquisition and competence development besides learning from lectures and seminars and
being included in (applied) research projects.
 Credits for work experience during a study is similar to awarding credits for prior learning
(e.g. identification of specific modules or entire semesters that students do not have to enroll
in because of skills they have acquired through previous formal or informal learning).
Experience in Austria shows that it is extremely difficult to even compare outcomes between
the same courses in different academic programs, much more so concerning actual learning
in the work place with equivalence to an academic setting.

5.2 International strategies for academic accreditation of dual study programs
Looking at the current practice of accreditation in the most active countries, the following strategies
can be identified:
 Dual study & cooperative education programs have to comply with national accreditation
procedures for regular degree programs. Only by this practice does it become possible for
graduates to move on to other universities and master or PhD programs.
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 If there is a standard procedure for awarding academic credits for work experiences (e.g.
required internships in universities of applied sciences in Austria and Germany), this
procedure and the typical share of credits for work is adopted for dual study programs.
 If no credits are awarded for work terms, there is no obligatory and separate accreditation
of a dual study program. This is the typical situation in the USA for cooperative education.
Credits are awarded only for the one course that is offered to guide students through their
“co-op terms” (including preparation and documentation). This often leads to a longer
duration of programs (either by students taking additional summer term courses or by adding
a fifth year to a bachelor).
 To meet the need for differentiation concerning typical quality criteria, public (e.g. the
Canadian Association for Cooperative Education) and / or private (self) assessment (quality
assurance) organizations are offering the status of an accreditation.
 Also without formal accreditation are programs often described as „dual“, „cooperative“ or
„work integrated“ despite lacking important features of such an educational system. Reasons
can be marketing (towards students and companies) or opening up international cooperation
(f.e. membership in WACE15).

5.3 German situation of academic accreditation for dual study programs
Higher education in Germany is under the authority of the different states (provinces). Therefore a
large number of very diverse initiatives have taken up the task to offer academic education in
cooperation with industry or public institutions (e.g programs in health sciences) and by including
work experiences.
The pioneer, Duale Hochschule Baden Württemberg (Baden Wuerttemberg State University of
Cooperative Education)16, has attained National System Accreditation for their bachelor programs in
2006. This means that new programs following the same structure can be developed internally and
are automatically accredited.
5.3.1 Descriptors and criteria for dual study programs
System definition and quality assurance for dual study programs are based on several documents,
the most important being:
 Agreement between the education ministers of the German states for the accreditation of
dual bachelor programs (2004).
 Recommendations of the National Council for Accreditation (2010).
According to the National Council for Accreditation, all programs have to be accredited and are then
equivalent to university bachelor programs giving graduates the right to continue their education.
Most institutions specializing in dual study programs do not offer master or PhD options.
The following features characterize German dual study programs:

World Association for Cooperative Education
Since 2006, before it was called „Berufsakademie“ (“vocational academy”); there are still several higher education
institutions in other German provinces with the name Berufsakademie offering professional higher education.

15
16
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 Applicants have to be generally eligible for university admission, involvement of companies
in the recruitment process has to be documented and is part of the accreditation.
 Programs last three years, offer 180 ECTS credit points17 (>120 ECTS credit points theory, >30
ECTS credit points practice).
 There is a clear relation between theory and practice (academic relevance of practice has to
be proven).
 The program includes a final thesis with 6-12 ECTS credit points.
 The overall annual working time (academic work load for work and study + any additional
work for the company) for the students has to be “reasonable”! There is no mentioning of an
actual limit but information from some institutions (including partners in the LaTFURE) project
indicate an average of around 2.000 hours per year (clear above the typical full time
employment).
 Faculty has to meet criteria for regular Universities of Applied Sciences, >40 % of teaching has
to come from employed professors. This is necessary to (1) guarantee institutional research
activities and (2) creates options for intensive student mentoring.
 The existence of a quality management system for the cooperation of the two different
learning environments and of a well described mentoring and counseling system (during
practice) for students has to be proven.
5.3.2 The state of dual study program development in Germany
The following information is drawn from Federal Institut for Vocational Education.18 Figure 10 shows
eight possible characteristics of dual study programs. Programs with vocational education and
training (VET) are delivered in a cooperation between a higher education institution, a vocational
school and training companies. Students complete an apprenticeship and an academic bachelor.
Individual education stage

Basic Education

Further Education

Program Format
dual

not dual

with vocational
education and training

VET integrating

VET accompanying

with practice periods

practice integrating

practice accompanying

with vocational
education and training

job integrating

job accompanying

with practice periods

practice integrating

practice accompanying

Figure 10: Categories of dual study programs in Germany

17
18

European Credit Transfer System
„Dual Studies in Numbers“, 2016
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In 2016, 1.600 dual study programs were offered in all types of higher education institution in
Germany, about 100.000 students decided to combine work and study. Figure 11 shows the relative
importance of the different categories and studies of different duration for the completion of a
bachelor degree.
Some key indicators: There are about the same number of students in VET integrating as in practice
integrating programs. VET integrating programs typically take a year longer. The six semester practice
integrating programs are almost exclusively offered by DHBW.

Study format

Bachelor duration in
semesters

VET integrating

practice integrating

6

14,0%

67,4%

7

20,5%

29,4%

8

30,4%

2,1%

9

31,2%

0,7%

10

3,9%

0,4%

Total

100,0%

100,0%

Figure 11: Share of different dual study program types in Germany (2016)

5.4 The situation of dual study program accreditation in Canada
When talking about “dual study programs” in Canada it is important to understand that Canada has
adopted a very uniform version of “co-operative education” from the US in the 1960s. The first
university to do so was the University of Waterloo, still offering the second largest program in the
world with around 15.000 students participating (behind DHBW in Germany).
Canadian students typically start the rotation after the first year and complete four to five work terms
of four months each, have to take one year longer to complete their undergraduate studies and
change companies for every work term (although there are signs that the quality of their competence
development is enhanced by returning to one company more often). All students are supported by
special departments at their universities in finding jobs, preparing for work and reflecting on the
outcomes.
Canadian co-operative universities are organized in a national platform, the Canadian Association for
Cooperative Education (CAFCE)19 that also offers a voluntary set of standards for universities wanting
to join and undergo voluntary accreditation for their co-operative programs.
5.4.1 CEWIL ACCREDITATION STANDARDS AND RATIONALE
(Cooperative Education and Work Integrated Learning Canada)
19

Recently renamed to CEWIL: www.cewilcanada.ca
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The definition and standards apply to Co-operative Education Programs (multiple rotation) and Cooperative Education Internship Programs (single work term).
In all cases quality co-operative education programming requires:
 a commitment from the institutions;
 a commitment to quality program delivery;
 a commitment to evaluation and monitoring, and
 a commitment to structural features, which facilitate the co-operative education learning
process.
Definition for co-operative education programs:
 Each work situation is developed and/or approved by the co-operative educational institution
as a suitable learning situation.
 The co-operative student is engaged in productive, authentic and full-time work rather than
merely observing.
 The co-operative student receives remuneration for the work performed.
 The co-operative student’s progress on the job is monitored by the co-operative educational
institution.
 The co-operative student’s performance on the job is supervised and evaluated by the
student’s co-operative employer.
 The total co-operative work experience is at least thirty percent of the time spent in academic
study.

5.5 The situation of dual study program accreditation in the United States of America
There are very few universities offering dual study programs following the German model (one
student returning to one company where he/she also is employed for the duration of the studies).
Almost all universities follow the traditional (started in 1906 at the University of Cincinnati) model of
co-op (see above), usually starting after the first year of university. Co-op students complete regular
degrees and do not receive academic credit for their work terms (except for the above mentioned
courses, often called “Professional Practice”).
American co-op universities are organized in a national platform for information exchange and
strategic development: Cooperative Education and Internship Association (CEIA).20 Voluntary
accreditation and certification is common in the US, often starting with self-assessment of programs.
Guidelines and questionnaires are readily available resources on the web and can be used to check
important features influencing program quality like institutional relations, work quality, student
learning environment and assessment.

20

www.ceiainc.org
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The following self-assessment checklist is taken from the co-op program of Eastern Kentucky
University and shows a complete set of criteria, useable as a good practice for program planning for
universities wanting to start a dual study program.
5.5.1 Good practice example for self-assessment for cooperative and work integrated study
programs
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

YES

NO

YES

NO

My cooperative education program effectively integrates the program into the academic and administrative culture, policy, and practices of the institution.
My cooperative education program ensures that the academic nature of the program
is maintained through activities including the awarding of academic credit.
My cooperative education program effectively places faculty in a role of program support, endorsement, development, and evaluation.
My cooperative education program has finances, staffing, and administrative processes that are sufficient to achieve program mission and goals.
My cooperative education program has qualified professionals to lead the program
and to carry out program goals.
My cooperative education program has ethical standards that govern behavior of all
program participants which are established, communicated, and periodically re- viewed.
My cooperative education program has processes used to periodically evaluate program effectiveness.
Figure 12: Program self-assessment of institutional relationships (Eastern Kentucky University)
EMPLOYERS

My cooperative education program has a process that ensures that employment locations are appropriate working/learning environments and employers participate in the learning
aspect of the program
My cooperative education program has a process that ensures that work assignments are planned, professional, progressive, and supervised.
My cooperative education program has a process that ensures participating employers support program goals including providing compensation and opportunities for student
development through multiple work assignments.
My cooperative education program has long term relationships with employers.
My cooperative education program has ethical standards that govern the conduct of
program staff, employers, and students which are established, communicated, and periodically
reviewed.
My cooperative education considers employer recommendations for program improvement in the program evaluation process.
Figure 13: Program self-assessment of employer situation (Eastern Kentucky University)
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STUDENT LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

YES

NO

YES

NO

My cooperative education program has participation criteria and implementation strategies that effectively support student learning outcomes and applies course content through its processes and procedures.
My cooperative education program has a process in which work is structured and
learning objectives are established to insure that major or career-related learning out- comes occur in real-world situations.
My cooperative education program has formalized processes for the alternation of
campus-based classroom study with multiple periods of work experience. Work se- quences may be full time (40/hr/wk), part time
(20 hr/wk) and/or combination, but oth- ers (e.g. yearlong assignments) may be acceptable if they are consistent with program
goals and accreditation standards.
My cooperative education program prepares students for work experiences, provides
opportunities for students to reflect upon their learning, monitors students during their work assignments and debriefs students at
the conclusion of their work assignments.
My cooperative education program has established ethical standards governing student behavior which are communicated, and
periodically reviewed.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that the majority of students persist in fulfilling the minimum time requirement
established in the program guidelines.
My cooperative education program promotes the concept of progressive responsibility and documents that progression
throughout the students’ involvement with the program.

Figure 14: Program self-assessment of student learning environment (Eastern Kentucky University)

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES /
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

My cooperative education program has an evaluation process in place through which
results are used for improvement.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that student learning achieved compliments or advances knowledge that
is in alignment with the student’s educational goals and the institution’s educational goals.
My cooperative education program has a process in which assessment of learning
outcomes is in place for each work experience and a cumulative assessment for the entire co-op experience.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results are used to
improve the student learning experience.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results are used for
program improvement.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results are used by
the institution and other departments, for instance to support institutional goals or to provide feedback into the classroom.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results may be
used to provide feedback into the classroom.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment of the impact of participating on employers and faculty
partners may be used to improve relationships and to document impact on the community and the classroom environment.

Figure 15: Program self-assessment of student learning assessment (Eastern Kentucky University)

6 Peer learning from international experience – the LaTFURE model
During the consortium meetings between European partners and partners from Mozambique and
South Africa, extensive discussions lead to a set of pictures to describe necessary cultural translation
processes and develop a model procedure to identify and implement successful strategies for each
of the universities interested in transforming their teaching and learning towards more effectively
include industry participation and work integration.
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The following section tries to illustrate the preliminary outcomes of this dialogue to set the path for
future transfer activities.

6.1 Identification of CWIHE compliance
Cooperative and work integrated education has been identified as the best suitable descriptor for
the core elements that have to be implemented into a program to comply with LaTFURE project goals
(see chapter 1).
Figure 16 shows three typical cases to highlight the fact that there is a continuum of similarity that
affects the success of knowledge transfer between institutions.
 Case A: Good practice example (selected in Europe or in Africa) with features matching the
business field of the program(s) to be transformed. Case A has to have all core CWIHE
elements well implemented and tested.
 Case B: Shows strong similarity in circumstances that allow for direct application of some
practices and tools from Case A. This can be done by a training session for involved educators
and companies and by adaptation of documents.
 Case C: A “translation” into a different professional and/or pedagogical environment has to
take place and must be carried out by suitable experts moving between the two institutions.
This can be supported by job shadowing at the “supplying” institution and by longer site visits
at the “receiving” institution, ideally supported by public funding (e.g. ERASMUS staff and
teaching exchange).

Figure 16: Compliance model for different programs with CWIHE elements
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6.2 LaTFURE dual study program framework & development cycle
Benchmarking and progress reports from the participating institutions in the LaTFURE project
showed remarkable differences in completion of the respective internal processes towards the
implementation of a dual study program.
Applying the experiential learning cycle, developed by David A. Kolb21, to the process of continuous
development and improvement of educational programs, four distinct phases can be identified:
 Teaching and Learning: Current practices within an existing dual study program.
 Research & Development, Innovation: New elements are developed and integrated into a
program (e.g. to enhance industry cooperation).
 Quality assurance: Effects of the new program structure / curriculum are evaluated by the
framework of the university quality management system and assessed for positive effects on
important issues in society.
 Policy & Strategy: The adapted or new program is included in and supported by official
strategic decisions and policy documents.
 This can lead to the implementation of new programs and a new start of this “institutional
learning cycle”.

Figure 17: Development cycle of dual study programs (LaTFURE, 2018)

Figure 18 attempts to group selected programs at all partner institutions in Mozambique and South
Africa along this institutional learning cycle. This enables the project team to identify reasonable and
effective transformational priorities, steps and specific measures.
Universities with running programs might only include some successful curricular elements to
improve certain aspects (e.g. Lurio University), others might concentrate on necessary policy
documents to convince university management and educational authorities (e.g. Mondlane
University) and others can evaluate existing experiences to move forward to a next level of
engagement (e.g. University of the Witwatersrand).

21

Kolb D.A., Towards an applied theory of experiential learning, 1975
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Figure 18: Rough representation of LaTFURE partner institutions along the program development cycle (LaTFURE, 2018)

A final outcome of the LaTFURE project will therefore not be a set of new dual study programs at the
same level of completion or maturity. It will be a set of good practice examples for the most
important and effective steps to be taken at different stages of implementation. These
recommendations together will give a process guideline through the entire institutional development
cycle.

6.3 Charactization of mining and tourism action framework
An example for a specific outcome on the level of policy and strategy is the analysis of prospective
educational fields in the province of Mpumalanga that could be improved by adapting existing degree
programs to improve cooperation with industry and work integration.

Figure 19: Important economical fields and topics for regional development in Mpumalanga (LaTFURE, 2018)

There are two overlapping, sometimes contradicting, political priorities: Natural resources
management and sustainable regional development. Embedded in these fields are three (again
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overlapping and sometimes with conflicting interests) fields of action, both in education and in
economic development: Tourism, agriculture and mining.
In these fields, there are some observed similarities to help design effective educational programs:
 Mostly low-paying low-skilled jobs (further education needed for quality assurance)
 Considerable number of management skills and management jobs needed (on all levels)
 Considerable number of general engineering skills and engineering jobs needed (f.e.
maintenance)
 Few highly skilled engineering or expert jobs (f.e. doctors in tourism)

6.4 Synchronization of economic and educational cycles
Another example for a specific outcome is the question of designing a suitable annual schedule for
the succession of work terms and academic terms for a first design effort to develop new program
structures for management degrees in hospitality and agriculture at the University of Mpumalanga.
A specific circumstance in Mpumalanga is the typically long distance between the university and the
workplaces spread out across the entire province (an area as large as Austria). This means that
distance learning elements have to be included to reduce the need for classroom attendance.
Figure 20 shows a typical academic year (October –September). Lines drawn give a rough
representation of business (and therefore work) intensity in the two fields Hospitality (mainly hotels)
and Agriculture (mainly farms). Blue and green bars show academic periods adding up to a full
academic year.
Learning and teaching during work periods can be supported and enhanced by distance learning
elements and by short seminars offered either at the university or for groups of students in regional
centers.

Figure 20: A draft modelling effort to match attendance at the university with low business times at workplaces
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6.5 Example for a possible structure of a four semester program
The following example shows a situation where the dual study period is reduced to one year to allow
for a minimum requirement of engagement from the companies and for a year of preparation for
companies and students. It also shows a range of elements of cooperative and work integrated
education elements that can be included in any curriculum to build trust and mutual understanding
with the companies and authorities needed to develop and carry a dual study program.
In such a two-step approach, the educational focus shifts from the university (first year) to the
company (second year) and matches the developmental needs for the skills of students (and future
graduates and employees).

Figure 21: Suggested timeline for the intensity of university and company engagement

Figure 22 shows a selection of elements with the main emphasis of strengthening mutual
understanding and involvement of all stakeholders. “Blue” activities bring company representatives
to the university, “orange” activities bring faculty members and students into participating and
prospective companies.

Figure 22: Elements of cooperation and work integration in the curriculum
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The actual time schedule for such a program has to be co-created by the university with company
representatives. Together, two main decisions have to be made:
 Share of time spent at the university and in the companies (Figure 23 shows an example for a
1:1 distribution in the dual second year).
 Actual periods spent in the companies: here typical business realities have to be taken into
account (like the above mentioned annual work intensity in agriculture and tourism). The
example in Figure 23 could be a program in Accounting, with a high office work load around
the end and start of a year and a second work period for negotiations in specific client
companies during the summer.

Figure 23: Example for two year dual program study plan
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Findings in LaTFURE Benchmarking
1. Basic interest in Mozambique and South Africa in „dual studies“ / „vocational
higher education“ good practice from Germany and Austria
2. Considerable gap between European and African experiences and practice
3. „Cooperative Education“ programmes in South African universities (one or two
internships, three to 12 months per degree, administrative offices, limited
cooperation with departments and faculty
4. Sectoral programmes with well developed work based elements in South Africa
(f.e. Mining, Tourism), almost none in Mozambique (there might be specific
programmes not actually known to us)
5. Blurred distinction between secondary / higher secondary / tertiary / post
secondary educational policies, limited priority of government bodies at the
moment to modify policies and strategies
6. Mentioning of practical didactic elements and / or university business cooperation
in national POLICY documents
7. No specific national documents on implementation and quality management
STRATEGY
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Recommendations in Maputo 2017
Always build on existing programmes and cooperation experience /
models with professional field and enterprises.
Start small but immediately. It is better to take a first step with a little risk
than to make big plans.
Most promising topics, partners and models have to be identified and
selected. There have to be key persons on each side that have a personal
interest.
The most needed level of education has to be clearly defined: Vocational
training (15-18 years), college level (18-20 years), bachelor level (19-23
years), graduate programs (further education of already trained
academics, possibly part time and combined with work).
Every cooperation agreement has to be an individualized effort tailored to
the participating organizations. Each organization has to contribute what
it can do best.
Public interest and funding (f.e. European Union) is very important in the
first stages.
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Recommendations in Maputo 2017 (2): Questions to answer
1. Which past experiences were most promising for all stakeholders (university, faculty,
students, companies)?
2. In which field of economy are more university graduates needed, is current skills level
not adequate to meet challenges?
3. In which field does education need to be partly delivered at the future work place,
can university not provide adequate skills development?
4. In which field are companies willing to invest in future employees?
5. At which educational level would programmes meet the demands of all stakeholders?
6. In which department / programme is it possible to reduce infrastructure cost for the
university by including comercial facilities as „living labs“?
7. Where do you find individuals (at university and in industry or administration) who
are passionate to bring an initiative to life?
8. Which next step towards cooperative and work integrated education would be most
readily accepted by all stakeholders (university, faculty, students, companies)?
9. Where does international cooperation clearly add to the value and sutainable
development of the degree programme?
28.10.2018
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Basic structure of an „Operational Manual“

f.e.
graduate
unemployment

f.e.
education
laws,
economic
crisis

f.e. joint
tutoring,
cooperation
elements

f.e. level,
duration,
assessment,
mobility

f.e. salary,
student
benefits,
type of
rotation

f.e.
selection &
admissin,
teaching &
learning,
crediting

f.e. tuition fees,
incentives,
implementation
funding

From: EU-COOP (Cooperative and Work Integrated Higher Education in Europe; Erasmus+, 2017)
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System identification (1): Stakeholders
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Direct benefits for all three key stakeholders

From: EU-COOP (Cooperative and Work Integrated Higher Education in Europe; Erasmus+, 2017)
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Simplified differentiation of existing definitions
Core „values“: Cooperation with companies / institutions + work integrating elements
Important: There is no common definition and a wide range of program types are using
the same wording!
Professional Education: Graduation leads to a qualification profile matching a job profile
often meant to bridge an exisiting skills gap.
Internship: One to two periods of work required in a program, usually not integrated
into competence development of core modules.
Cooperative Education: More than three rotations, integration with (involvement of
faculty) or without (detached administrative staff) crediting.
Dual Study: Work occurs in one company only (Apprenticeship: official work contract
including time at university). Strong integration into curriculum.
Higher Apprenticeship: Development of a specific and formally recognized skill oriented
job profile, strongest role of the company.
Part Time Study: Focus on work (students are regular employees of companies), no
involvement of company in a structured curriculum.
Johannes Haas FH JOANNEUM University of
Applied Sciences
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Dual studies & Professional higher education
1. Definition
Dual studies are a form of Professional Higher Education that offer a particularly intense
integration with the world of work in all its aspects, including teaching, learning, research
and governance and at all levels of the overarching Qualifications Framework of the
European Higher Education Area.
2. Functions
Diversification of learning opportunities.
Enhancement of the employability of graduates.
Acquisition of qualifications in addition to a degree.
Support of direct innovation and sustainable development.
3. Integration of the world of work
The world of work includes all enterprises, civil society organizations, and the public sector.
The intensity of integration is manifested by a strong focus on the application of learning
achievements. This approach involves a concern for employability, cooperation with
employers, the use of practice-relevant knowledge and use-inspired research, and, in the
most intensive form, combining phases of work and study.
28.10.2018
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System identification (3): Leading institution for implementation
Who is important and can actually make a decision? Reasons
why and rewards differ for each group.

Other examples: Industrial Associations (f.e. Tourism, Cluster Initiatives); Regional
Management (f.e. LEADER, Cluster Initiatives); Political Parties (f.e. Socialist topic
employment); Media (f.e. article series on youth employment)
28.10.2018
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System identification (4): Policy triggers

Any combination
of these political
fields of action
can be the main
trigger for
programme
implementation!
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Policy Triggers: Reasons for implementation (examples)

28.10.2018
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Implementation (1): Evolutionary path for university lead
Activity can be initiated by any active high level member
of the university / faculty OR administration!
Participating
University

Students

Programme Manager

Faculty

Administration
Management

Programme
Modificaton

Policy & Strategy
Implementation

Faculty

Companies

National
Authorities

Activity can modify elements of work integration and
interaction for any of the above target groups
28.10.2018
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Implementation (2): Disruptive path for university lead
Legal
compliance and
accreditation
Financial
support

Foundation of a College
of Cooperative
Education

Close
international
cooperation

28.10.2018

Strong
education
innovator

Well
selected
field to start

Enough
dedicated
industry partners
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Accreditation:
Principles and
international examples
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General principles for academic accreditation
Accreditation is about awarding academic credit hours for
competence development (through work experience).
Credit hours have to be awarded according to the defined
academic (!) learning objectives of a respective full time
program.
„Work“ becomes the third place for teaching and learning
besides classroom and university practice / laboratory.
Credits for work experience during a study is similar to
awarding credits for prior learning.

28.10.2018
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International strategies for academic accreditation
Dual Study & Cooperative Education programs have to comply
with national accreditation procedures.
No credits – no (obligatory) accreditation (typical situation in the
USA), but often longer duration of programs.
Public and / or private (self) assessment (quality assurance)
organizations are offering the status „accredited“.
Characterization of programmes as „dual“ or „cooperative“ or
„work integrated“ are often only used for the purpose of
marketing (towards students and companies) or international
cooperation (f.e. membership in WACE)
28.10.2018
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German situation of academic accreditation for dual studies
Higher Education is under the authority of the different states
(provinces).
Duale Hochschule Baden Württemberg (Baden Wuerttemberg
State University of Cooperative Education): National System
Accreditation (Bachelor programs) in 2006; new programs are
developed internally
Agreement between the education ministers of the German
states for the accreditation of dual bachelor programs (2004) +
Recommendations of the National Council for Accreditation
(2010).

Johannes Haas FH JOANNEUM University of
Applied Sciences
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Germany: Categories of work based study programs
„Dual Study in Numbers“, Federal Institut for Vocational Education, 2016

Individual education stage

Basic Education

Further Education

28.10.2018

Program Format
dual

not dual

with vocational
education and training

VET integrating

VET accompanying

with practice periods

practice integrating

practice accompanying

with vocational
education and training

job integrating

job accompanying

with practice periods

practice integrating

practice accompanying
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Germany: State of dual study development
2016: 1.600 dual study programs in all types of higher
education institution, 100.000 students

„Dual Study in Numbers“, Federal Institut for Vocational Education, 2016

Study format

Bachelor duration in
semesters

VET integrating

practice integrating

6

14,0%

67,4%

7

20,5%

29,4%

8

30,4%

2,1%

9

31,2%

0,7%

10

3,9%

0,4%

Total

100,0%

100,0%
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Recommendations of the National Council for Accreditation
Programs have to be accredited, are then equivalent to university bachelor.
Applicants have to be generally eligible for university admission,
involvement of companies has to be documented.
Three years, 180 ECTS (>120 ECTS theory, >30 ECTS practice), clear relation
between theory and practice (academic relevance of practice has to be
proven). Final thesis with 6-12 ECTS. Overall work load (work and study) has
to be reasonable!
Faculty has to meet criteria for regular Universities of Applied Sciences, >40
% of teaching has to come from employed professors.
Existance of a quality management system for the cooperation of the two
different learning environments and of a mentoring and counseling system
(during practice) for students.

28.10.2018
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Canada: CEWIL ACCREDITATION STANDARDS AND RATIONALE
(Cooperative Education and Work Integrated Learning Canada)

The definition and standards apply to Co-operative Education Programs
(multiple rotation) and Co-operative Education Internship Programs (single
work term).
In all cases quality co-operative education programming requires:
a commitment from the institutions;
a commitment to quality program delivery;
a commitment to evaluation and monitoring, and
a commitment to structural features, which facilitate the co-operative
education learning process.
28.10.2018
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Canada: CEWIL ACCREDITATION STANDARDS AND RATIONALE
(Cooperative Education and Work Integrated Learning Canada)

Definition
Each work situation is developed and/or approved by the co-operative
educational institution as a suitable learning situation.
The co-operative student is engaged in productive, authentic and fulltime work rather than merely observing.
The co-operative student receives remuneration for the work
performed.
The co-operative student’s progress on the job is monitored by the cooperative educational institution.
The co-operative student’s performance on the job is supervised and
evaluated by the student’s co-operative employer.
The total co-operative work experience is at least thirty percent of the
time spent in academic study.
28.10.2018
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USA: Voluntary certification / accreditation agencies / procedures
Example Self Assessment Questionnaire (Eastern Kentucky University)
MISSION AND GOALS

YES

NO

My cooperative education program has a mission and goals that are clearly defined and used to guide program activities.
My cooperative education program has a mission and goals that were developed
through collaborative participation by key stakeholders.
My cooperative education program has a mission and goals that are periodically
evaluated and approved by the host institution.
My cooperative education program has a mission and goals that are publicized to
constituents and available to potential participants.
My cooperative education program has a mission and goals that are aligned with
the institution’s mission and goals and consistent with accreditation standards.

28.10.2018
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USA: Voluntary certification / accreditation agencies / procedures
Example Self Assessment Questionnaire (Eastern Kentucky University)
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

YES

NO

My cooperative education program effectively integrates the program into the academic and administrative culture, policy, and practices of the institution.
My cooperative education program ensures that the academic nature of the program
is maintained through activities including the awarding of academic credit.
My cooperative education program effectively places faculty in a role of program support, endorsement, development, and evaluation.
My cooperative education program has finances, staffing, and administrative processes that are sufficient to achieve program mission and goals.
My cooperative education program has qualified professionals to lead the program
and to carry out program goals.
My cooperative education program has ethical standards that govern behavior of all
program participants which are established, communicated, and periodically re- viewed.
My cooperative education program has processes used to periodically evaluate program effectiveness.
28.10.2018
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USA: Voluntary certification / accreditation agencies / procedures
Example Self Assessment Questionnaire (Eastern Kentucky University)
EMPLOYERS

YES

NO

My cooperative education program has a process that ensures that employment locations are appropriate working/learning environments and employers participate in the learning
aspect of the program
My cooperative education program has a process that ensures that work assignments are planned, professional, progressive, and supervised.
My cooperative education program has a process that ensures participating employers support program goals including providing compensation and opportunities for student
development through multiple work assignments.
My cooperative education program has long term relationships with employers.
My cooperative education program has ethical standards that govern the conduct of
program staff, employers, and students which are established, communicated, and periodically
reviewed.
My cooperative education considers employer recommendations for program improvement in the program evaluation process.
28.10.2018
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USA: Voluntary certification / accreditation agencies / procedures
Example Self Assessment Questionnaire (Eastern Kentucky University)
STUDENT LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

YES

NO

My cooperative education program has participation criteria and implementation strategies that effectively support student learning outcomes and applies course content through its processes and procedures.
My cooperative education program has a process in which work is structured and
learning objectives are established to insure that major or career-related learning out- comes occur in real-world situations.
My cooperative education program has formalized processes for the alternation of
campus-based classroom study with multiple periods of work experience. Work se- quences may be full time (40/hr/wk), part time
(20 hr/wk) and/or combination, but oth- ers (e.g. yearlong assignments) may be acceptable if they are consistent with program
goals and accreditation standards.
My cooperative education program prepares students for work experiences, provides
opportunities for students to reflect upon their learning, monitors students during their work assignments and debriefs students at
the conclusion of their work assignments.
My cooperative education program has established ethical standards governing student behavior which are communicated, and
periodically reviewed.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that the majority of students persist in fulfilling the minimum time requirement
established in the program guidelines.
My cooperative education program promotes the concept of progressive responsibility and documents that progression
throughout the students’ involvement with the program.
28.10.2018
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USA: Voluntary certification / accreditation agencies / procedures
Example Self Assessment Questionnaire (Eastern Kentucky University)
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES /
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

YES

NO

My cooperative education program has an evaluation process in place through which
results are used for improvement.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that student learning achieved compliments or advances knowledge that
is in alignment with the student’s educational goals and the institution’s educational goals.
My cooperative education program has a process in which assessment of learning
outcomes is in place for each work experience and a cumulative assessment for the entire co-op experience.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results are used to
improve the student learning experience.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results are used for
program improvement.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results are used by
the institution and other departments, for instance to support institutional goals or to provide feedback into the classroom.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment results may be
used to provide feedback into the classroom.
My cooperative education program demonstrates that assessment of the impact of participating on employers and faculty
partners may be used to improve relationships and to document impact on the community and the classroom environment.
Johannes Haas FH JOANNEUM University of
Applied Sciences
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Structure of an
Operational Manual
for dual Mining /
Tourism Programmes
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Recommended structure of the manual
Characterization of the selected fields of economy, their
differences and possible synergies
Identification and evaluation (SMART) of specific development
goals and success indicators for the implementation
Comparison of programme adaptation and new development
Design (and implementation) of general cooperative elements
Design of comprehensive dual study model
Programme accreditation
Design and implementation of accompanying measures
Programme start and first cycle implementation
Programme evaluation and start of continuous improvement
Design of educational research and international cooperation
Johannes Haas FH JOANNEUM University of
Applied Sciences
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Charactization of mining and tourism action framework
SUSTAINABLE REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

TOURISM
AGRICULTURE

1.
2.
3.
4.

NATURAL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

MINING

Mostly low-paying low-skilled jobs (further education needed for quality assurance)
Considerable number of management skills and jobs (on all levels)
Considerable number of general engineering skills jobs (f.e. maintenance)
Few highly skilled engineering or expert jobs (f.e. doctors in tourism)
28.10.2018
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Selected Project Management Tool: S M A R T Goals
S

SPECIFIC

Goals have to be clearly defined and
described (f.e. status quo analysis needed).

M MEASURABLE There have to measurable criteria to
determine success (f.e. student enrollment).
A ACHIEVABLE Goals must be reachable with available
resources (f.e. no extra faculty needed).
R REALISTIC

Goal should not be a vision, must become
reality (f.e. implement first coop elements).

T TERMINABLE It must be possible to finish the project in
the planned time (f.e. first step within LaTFURE).
Johannes Haas FH JOANNEUM University of
Applied Sciences
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Elements of cooperation (1): Exemplary time chart for „dual study“
Intensity of utilization of learning space in a two
year diploma programme

TIME SHARE

100 %

0%
1st SEM
28.10.2018

2nd SEM

3rd SEM
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4th SEM
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Elements of cooperation (2): Intensity of mutual contribution
UNIVERSITY

1.Year

Signing of cooperation agreement
Guest lecture
Job fair for students
Excursion to companies
Short internship
Case study for classroom work

COMPANY

Support admission interview
Program information

Student application interviews

Student mentoring
Guest lecture
Case study for classroom work
Topic for final thesis
Thesis project in company

COMPANY

UNIVERSITY

2. Year

Work plan discussion
Work terms in company

Support graduation ceremony
Johannes Haas FH JOANNEUM University of
Applied Sciences
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Final programme design (1): Exemplary time chart for „dual study“
Possible time schedule with a 50 % contract in year two for
a two year diploma programme

28.10.2018

Company
University

2. Year
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12 MONTH CONTRACT

Company

Vacation /
Company

1.Year

Company

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
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Final programme design (2): Exemplary time chart for „dual study“
Possible time schedule for a 5-year bachelor program
Fall
Spring
Summer
University

University

University
or
Company

University

University

Company

University

University

Company

Company

University

Company

University

Company

1.Year

2. Year

3. Year
28.10.2018
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Outlook at important additional measures and activities
1. Corporate Design (f.e. name, logo, mottos, quotes)
2. Public relations activities and management (f.e. social media)
3. Political lobbying for support (commuity, state, country,
continent)
4. Information campaign for schools and parents (clear
communication of benefits!)
5. Information campaign for enterprises (clear communication
of benefits!)
6. Cooperation with the educational research department
7. National and international university cooperation and
information exchange
28.10.2018
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